
EvolutIonaRy BIology

Lizard Lessons
The little Anolis lizard is the star player in research 
conducted by Richard Glor, an assistant professor of biol-
ogy, and Daniel Rabosky of the University of California 
at Berkeley, showing that species diversity is limited 
by geography.

The biologists studied patterns of species accumula-
tion of lizards over millions of years on the Caribbean 
islands of Puerto Rico, Jamaica, Hispaniola, and Cuba.

Historically, biologists needed fossil records to study 
patterns of species diversification of lizards on the 
Caribbean islands. But advances in molecular methodolo-
gy have allowed Glor and Rabosky to use DNA sequences 
to reconstruct evolutionary trees that show the relation-
ships among species.

The two scientists found that species diversification of 
lizards on the four islands reached a plateau millions of 
years ago and has essentially come to an end—a finding 
that refutes some recent work suggesting that species 
diversity never enters equilibrium.

“Geographic size correlates to diversity,” says Glor. 
“In general, the larger the area, the greater the number 
of species that can be supported.”  The research was 
published in the journal Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences.

“When we look at other islands and continents that 
vary in species richness,” Glor says, “we can’t just 
consider rates of accumulation; we need to look at the 
plateau points.”

A state of equilibrium doesn’t mean that the 
evolution of a species stops, Glor adds. Lizards 
will continue to adapt to changes in their 
environment, but they aren’t expected 
to develop in ways that increase 
the number of species within a 
habitat. —Peter Iglinski

LANDMARK LIZARD: Native to Caribbean 
islands, Anolis lizards, like this one in the 
lab of Rochester biologist Richard Glor, 
are providing insights into evolution and 
species diversification.
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Research Roundup
Children in ApArtments FACe seCondhAnd smoke risks

even when no smokers live within their own home, children living in apartment buildings 
are exposed to secondhand smoke, according to a study published in the journal pediatrics 
and carried out by researchers at the medical center, massgeneral Hospital for children, 
and the american academy of pediatrics’ Julius B. richmond center for excellence. led by 
karen Wilson, an assistant professor of pediatrics, the study is the first to report significant 
evidence of increased tobacco smoke exposure in the blood of kids who live in multi-unit 
housing. exposure to secondhand tobacco smoke puts children at greater risk for several 
illnesses, including respiratory infections, asthma, and sudden infant death syndrome.

stem Cell AdvAnCe mAy Be step ForwArd For BrAin diseAse

medical center scientists have created a way to isolate neural stem cells—the kind of cells 
that give rise to all the cell types of the brain—from human brain tissue with unprecedented 
precision, an important step toward developing new treatments for conditions of the 
nervous system, such as parkinson’s and Huntington’s diseases and spinal cord injury. the 
work by a team of rochester neuroscientists, led by steven goldman, a professor of neurol-
ogy and chair of the neurology department, was published in the Journal of neuroscience. 
the ability to gather human cells more efficiently could aid potential treatments built 
around transplanting stem cells.

Arthritis pill proteCts AgAinst skin CAnCer

a widely used arthritis drug reduces the incidence of non-melanoma skin cancers—the most 
common cancers in humans—according to a study published in the Journal of the national 
cancer institute. led by alice pentland, a professor of dermatology and chair of the 
dermatology department, the research indicates that the cox-2 inhibitor celecoxib—com-
mercially known as celebrex—led to a 62 percent reduction in non-melanoma skin cancers, 
a decrease much greater than that achieved through use of sunscreen, which provides only 
moderate protection against common skin-cell carcinomas.

For some, lApArosCopiC teChnique isn’t Better

When appendicitis strikes, open surgery reduces the infection risk for some patients, 
according to new research published in the journal annals of surgery and led by John 
monson, a professor of colorectal surgery and chief of the division of colorectal surgery. 
u.s. surgeons perform more than a quarter million appendectomies annually, most 
laparoscopically. But some people—older patients, smokers, men, those who are fighting 
infection, and those with diabetes—face a lower risk of deep abdominal infections with a 
conventional incision, the study indicates.

BACteriA seek to oust egg As top vACCine tool

only the fragile chicken egg stands between americans and a flu pandemic that would 
claims tens of thousands more lives than are usually lost to the flu each year. Vaccine pro-
duction hinges on the availability of hundreds of millions of eggs. rochester scientists have 
taken an important step toward ending the dominance of the oval. in a study published in 
the journal Vaccine and led by John treanor, a professor of medicine and an expert on flu 
vaccines, scientists have demonstrated that an experimental flu vaccine grown entirely in 
bacteria—a process that bypasses the egg completely—works well in people, triggering an 
immune response that would protect them against the flu.

deCAdes AFter Childhood rAdiAtion, thyroid CAnCer’s A ConCern

When children are exposed to head and neck radiation, whether due to cancer treatment or 
multiple diagnostic ct scans, the result is an increased risk of thyroid cancer for the next 58 
years or more, according to a study led by Jacob adams, an associate professor of com-
munity and preventive medicine. the study, published in the journal radiation research, is 
believed to be the most extensive of any group of children exposed to medical irradiation 
and followed to check on the incidence of thyroid cancer.
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